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RFP Clause No. Existing Clause Query/Suggestions Bank's Reply 

1 19 16.TECHNICAL 

EVALUATION

Has an experience in API testing 

Automation Tool and completed 

minimum 5 API testing assignments 

with at least 2 years of experience

Please help us to understand whether, bank is 

expecting 5 API testing assignment within 5 

different banks or a single bank?

5 testing assignments are required 

not necessarily in 5 different Banks.

2 19 16.TECHNICAL 

EVALUATION

Has experience in Database Testing Kindly confirm if there is an expectation for client 

reference letter or self declaration would suffice for 

database testing?

Client reference letter is required.

3 27 29 SUBCONTRACTING As per scope of this RFP, sub-contracting is not 

permitted.

Kindly confirm if this means we are not allowed to 

have any sub contractor Onboarded to the project. 

We suggest that the numbers will not be high and 

some % of the overall headcount to be allowed.

Understanding is correct. No changes 

will be made in this clause.

4 27 31 (i) The maximum aggregate liability of 

Service Provider, subject to clause 31 

(iii), in respect of any claims, losses, 

costs or damages arising out of or in 

connection with this RFP/Agreement 

shall not exceed the total amount 

payable to the Service Provider in the 

twelve months period immediately 

preceding the event giving rise to 

such claims

We are proposing to reword this as follows, "The 

maximum aggregate liability of Service Provider, 

subject to clause 31 (iii), in respect of any claims, 

losses, costs or damages arising out of or in 

connection with this RFP/Agreement shall not 

exceed the total amount payable to the Service 

Provider in the six months period immediately 

preceding the event giving rise to such claims"

 No changes will be made in this 

clause.

5 27 29 As per scope of this RFP, sub-

contracting is not permitted

Please explain if sub contracting is allowed or not as 

one of the clause is quite to get interoperated

Sub-contracting is not permitted.



6 27 30 The discovered rates would be valid 

for first 3(three) years and 

extendable by 2 (two) years with an 

increase @ 5 % each year starting 

from fourth year onwards based on 

previous year rate

This clause along with the clause in ROW 21 talks 

about rate to be quoted, however, one clause 

refers specifically talks about 5% increase of rate 

from fourth year where as other one does not, 

Request you to please clarify this

Understanding is not clear. Original 

Clause is reiterate as below"The 

Agreement/ SLA will be valid for the 

period of 5 (five) year(s).The 

discovered rates would be valid for 

first 3(three) years and extendable by 

2 (two) years with an increase @ 5 % 

each year starting from fourth year 

onwards

based on previous year rate. The 

counting of a year will be arrived from 

effective date of contract (SLA).The 

Bank reserves the right to terminate 

the Agreement as per the terms of 

RFP/

Agreement."

7 29  34 (iv) SERVICE PROVIDER’S OBLIGATIONS Service Provider is responsible for activities of its 

personnel or sub-contracted personnel (where 

permitted) and will hold itself responsible for any 

misdemeanours.

Does this mean that there will not be any interview 

or selection process from the customer side and we 

are solely responsible and allowed to manage the 

resource onboarding and as mentioned held 

responsible.

Subcontracting is not permitted . The 

RFP is very clear about the selection 

process. Selection of candidates will 

be done after due interview and 

screening process by SBI Officials.  

8 29 34 (iv) Service Provider is responsible for 

activities of its personnel or sub-

contracted personnel (where 

permitted) and will hold itself 

responsible for any misdemeanours

Please explain if sub contracting is allowed or not as 

one of the clause is quite to get interoperated

Subcontracting is not permitted .



9 62 Principal 

Activities Sr No. 

4. 10

Document and provide 

recommendations for the system, 

i.e.,

observations of system usability, 

suggested

enhancements, and performance 

improvement.

Provision of recommendations are dependent on 

the type of Application, its architecture and tools 

being utilized . During Performance Execution, 

Service Provider would require support from SBI's 

Infrastructure and other teams for metrics to be 

captured.

Necessary support will be provided as 

far as practicable. 

10 64 Principal 

Activities Sr No. 

8.4

Compile realistic test data to 

simulate increased load/volume.

Master Test Data for Performance Testing is to be 

provided by SBI. These would be replicated based 

on the desired load for the purpose of performance 

testing

Necessary support will be provided as 

far as practicable. 

11 64 Principal 

Activities Sr No. 

8.6

Test various sites/locations and 

supporting networks as specified by

SBI, including applications to be 

implemented at multiple

sites/locations.

Service Provider is open to conduct WAN test 

however, We understand that essential VPN 

required for the same would have to be arranged 

by Bank

Understanding is correct. 

12 64 9.a Out of 

Scope and 

Assumptions:

Procurement of all Hardware’s, 

Operating software, middleware will 

be managed by Bank.

13 64 Principal 

Activities Sr No. 

8.2

Provide test plans, test cases, test 

scripts and suitable tools for 

performance testing.

14 64 Principal 

Activities Sr No. 

8.9

Provide detailed reports and metrics 

regarding performance outcomes to 

study the behaviour of the system vis 

a vis standards as prescribed by the 

Bank.

Provision of Detailed reports are dependent on the 

type of Application, its architecture and tools being 

utilized . During Performance Execution Service 

Provider would require support from SBI's 

Infrastructure and other teams for metrics to be 

captured.

Necessary support will be provided as 

far as practicable. If any licensed tool 

is required the same will be looked 

into at the material time.

Kindly confirm that Procurement of any 

Licensed/Commercial Tools required for 

Performance Testing would also be procured by 

Bank 

OR

Service Provider may procure the same at 

additional charges as applicable at the time of 

Provision

PT will be conducted on Open Source 

Tool. If any licensed tool is required 

the same will be looked into at the 

material time.



15 64 9. b. The rate to be quoted by the bidder 

in response to RFP would be valid for 

the entire period of contract of 5 

(five) years. 

This clause along with the clause in ROW 12 points 

at rate to be quoted. However, one clause refers 

specifically points at 5% increase of rate from 

fourth year where as other one does not, Kindly 

clarify

Already answered above.

16 65 10.(ii) Working 

Days:

Example 2: if a resource works more 

than 22 days in a month, say 24 days, 

these 2 days will not be included in 

calculating 550 man days. Resources 

should work on all the working days 

of the Bank. However, at the time of 

exigencies, if they are required to 

work on Saturdays / Sundays and/or 

other Bank holidays, payment will

be made within overall limit of 

monthly remuneration.

Resources are expected to work 24 working 

days(inclusive of 2 Saturdays). If a resource works 

more than 22 days in a month, only full month’s  

remuneration on the basis of 22 days will be paid 

for that resource and no extra cost will be payable. 

This won't be feasible for project execution.

Compensatory off will be given for 

number of days in excess of 22. 

However, this will be applicable only 

for Sundays/ 2nd & 4th Saturdays and 

not on Holidays.

17 65 10(i) Project Staffing Plan The number of resources hired from the bidder will 

be on actual need basis and may vary from time to 

time depending on the requirements of the Bank.

Will there be a forecast given much in advance to 

ensure the turn around time is been met - We 

suggest that given the current market conditions  

minimum of 45-60 days heads-up would be ideal to 

ensure the fulfilment happens in time. 

Flexibility around the stay location of the resources 

if the resource is interested to and gives a 

commitment to travel to be considered.

Can there be some exceptions around the 

qualification of the resources -- while quality will 

not be comprised?

No exceptions will be made on the 

qualifications. We understand that 

the bidders are very resourceful and 

experienced in the area of testing and 

will be able to meet SBI's 

expectations. 



18 65 10 (ii) To get full remuneration for a 

resource for a month, the service 

provider should deploy the resource 

for a minimum of 22 days in a month

It is difficult be able to work out the calculation in 

case where no. of working days are less than 22, in 

which case full month to be calculated basis no. of 

banking working days in that month to arrive at 

total working days, can you please clarify this?

If the number of working days is 18 

then payment will be done for (18/22 

) x one month's remuneration. 

19 65 10 (i) Bank will issue separate PO each time 

mentioning number, type of 

resources and period. All the POs will 

be governed under single SLA

What is the minimum PO duration that can be 

expected for a resource or a count of resource as it 

may cause an administrative delays in terms of not 

having the PO in time to raise the requisite invoice 

already due?

Not clear. Please refer the RFP terms.

20 68 10.(iii) 

Experiences & 

Task To Be 

Performed:

Test Lead : 

Experience Required :3+ Years of 

Experience as a Test Lead

Educational Qualifications: Should 

have passed

B.E./B. TECH in any stream OR MCA 

OR M.Sc. (IT) OR from any recognized 

College/University duly approved by 

AICTE.

Sr. Test Engineer position is not present by SBI in 

the RFP. Resource pyramid will collapse as there 

will be no manpower between Project Manager and 

Test Engineers. We believe it won't be feasible for 

delivery. 

We also have SBI Officials to review 

the projects. Bidder is expected to 

maintain the quality so that such 

incidences do not occur.

21 69 10 (V) 	Placement of new resources has to 

be made 1 month before the date of 

the discharge of the resource leaving 

the Organization. The payment for 1 

month will not be done

We suggest that we should consider 15 days 

timelines as the KT period which is a normal 

practice.

No 



22 69 10 (v) (8) A resource will be paid at the rate of 

Test Engineer only during the term of 

the contract even if he/she has 

joined as Test Engineer and has been 

promoted to Test Lead after gaining 

experience during the period of stay 

at SBI

We suggest that as an when, the resource 

promotes the equivalent billing should also 

promotes as it will affect the motivation, career, 

morale of the employee and service provider 

economic viability too and we may face high 

attrition due to the same, in promotion cases Billing 

should also get promoted to the equivalent level 

else resource will need to get replaced with lower 

grade or at junior level

No changes will be made in this 

clause.

23 76 A. Onboarding 

process and 

penalties

Provision and onboarding of 

resources to the project within 15 

days from the date of issuance of PO.

This can be better planned if SBI can give forecast 2 

months in advance so vendor can plan pool of 

resources. 

OR 

Instead of 15 days SBI can keep 45 days as turn 

around time. 

No changes will be made in this 

clause.

24 77 Appendix I

C) Penalties for 

defects:

In case of defect leakage to 

production, the penalty will be 

Rs.25,000/- (Rupees Twenty Five 

Thousand only) per Critical defect 

leaked to production .

25 77 C) Penalties for 

defects

Penalties associated with Critical, 

Major and Minor defects leaking in 

Production

There should be a tool for tracking defects in SBI to 

track the testing done in ST,SIT and UAT separately. 

No defect triaging process is in place to confirm the 

severity of defects. At times ST is skipped and the 

request comes for UAT. SIT and UAT happen in 

parallel. There should be  governance in terms of 

Entry/EXIT criteria for UAT. Without a proper tool 

or process setup, charging of penalties related to 

defects leaking in Production are not acceptable.

SBI has well laid down systems and 

procedures to handle such kind of 

anomalies, if any. The governance of 

SBI is competent enough to handle all 

such activities. An in-house tool is 

under development for handling the 

UAT processes and defect tracking. 

It is to be noted that proper RCA will 

be done before imposition of any 

penalty. 



26 77 B. Penalty for 

daily resource 

strength

Attendance of resources as per 

number of resources mentioned in 

PO

We understand that there is no clear and 

transparent mechanism to track hours for physical 

attendance and log of VPN hours on a daily basis. 

These logs will be required on daily basis for 

tracking in order to avoid penalties as there is no 

half-day/flexible work arrangements. It will impact 

project financials, resource morale and project 

execution.

Working from home will be as per the 

terms of the RFP. VPN logs are strictly 

studied thoroughly before affecting 

any payment. The period of log 

generation is at specified periodicity 

and is being taken care by some other 

department in GITC.

27 78 C) Penalties for 

defects:

Critical

Non availability of CBS UAT

Environment.

Non availability of environment is dependent on 

application infrastructure provider/team. Based on 

this RFP Service Provider can validate application is 

stable from a Functional/Non Function Perspective.

UAT Manual is in place governing the 

system & procedure in UAT 

Department. 

28 89 3. FEES 

/COMPENSATIO

N

3.4.2

The Bank may withhold payment of 

any product/services that it disputes 

in good faith and may set-off penalty 

amount or any other amount which 

Service Provider owes to the Bank 

against amount payable to Service 

provider under this Agreement.

We would like to request the bank to consider 

service credits instead of withholding amount

No changes permitted. 

29 27 29 As per scope of this RFP, sub-

contracting is not permitted.

The scope of the RFP is large and the Bank has 

asked for 100 people for a period of 5 years. 

Considering that the Bidders won't be able to 

supply the large numbers with the specific skill-sets 

at one time, we request the Bank to kindly permit 

sub-contracting, with the Biddr beign responsible 

for the qulity of personnel and services provided.

Sub-contracting is not permitted.



30 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details With respect to BAU / Change Requests, please 

provide 

1. The release frequency of BAU for a year ( LOB 

wise)  with number of change requests ( critical 

applications mentioned in the RFP) 

2. Provide the other applications names ( 300 

applications) with their release frequency and CR 

numbers

2. Number of resources from incumbent vendor 

currently participating in BAU / Change Request 

testing

1. FY 2019-2020: 3590 (IRs/Projects 

including Pre-Prod)

CBS- 1752 

Non CBS-1838

FY 2020-2021: 2335 (IRs/Projects 

including Pre-Prod)

CBS- 1116

Non CBS-1219

2. Will be provided to the L1 Vendor. 

Major applications being used are 

already detailed in the Scope of RFP( 

Appendix E-Part II)

3. Please get guided by the indicative 

count of resources mentioned in the 

RFP.

31 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request  SBI to share the total number of 

Programs/projects estimated for this year / 

previous year.  (Note: Project - Major code release 

validations spanning over a month)

1. Average number of releases in a year (for 

previous year)  (covering the domain, scope and 

schedule) - For each Line of Business

2. Average number of test cases/scripts executed 

per release - For each Line of Business

3. Average schedule for each release

Also please provide complete 2020 and 2021 

release calendars & pipeline details expected for 

next three years for all the applications in testing 

scope with its frequency. This will help us in 

estimating the scope of work.

1. The number of releases varies from 

year to year. Last 2 year figure have 

been appended above. 

2. Count of Test Cases depends on the 

complexity of the release.

3. We do not have the calendar of 

upcoming releases to provide this 

information. 



32 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Please provide details of the existing test artefacts 

available with the SBI (No. of test cases/ test 

scripts) for each line of business.

Will be shared with the L1 Vendor 

during the period of Knowledge 

Transfer.

33 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request SBI to provide the below information for 

each lines of business:

1. The complete application landscape 

(Architecture) or share the current system 

architecture/IT system landscape for better 

understanding the landscape for all lines of business

2. Details & number of interface applications

3. Data flow across modules / applications

4. Number of Products for each lines of business 

Will be shared with the L1 Vendor 

during the period of Knowledge 

Transfer.

34 150 Appendix P Site Visit As per our understanding the following would be 

verified during site visit :

1)Infrastructure

2)Teams and Interaction

3)Presentation and its effectiveness

4)Live Demo of any tool

5)Letter of Appreciation and Awards

6)Customer (references) feedback

Please confirm

Please get guided by the relevant RFP 

section.

35 150 Appendix P Presentation and its effectiveness Can you please elaborate more on the objective of 

Presentation & its effectiveness under Site Visit.

The objective is to find out the nature 

of work executed by the bidder in line 

with our requirements.

36 115 Annexure B Infrastructure Management Metric The Annexure B mentions <strike off which ever in 

not applicable>. 

Please clarify whether Annexure B will be 

considered out of scope. If no, then pls elaborate 

where will Annexure B will be applicable.

It is a standard clause and will be 

striked off during SLA execution, if not 

applicable.



37 117 Annexure C Service Support Metric The Annexure C mentions <strike off which ever in 

not applicable>. 

Please clarify whether Annexure C will be 

considered out of scope. If no, then pls elaborate 

where will Annexure C will be applicable.

It is a standard clause and will be 

striked off during SLA execution, if not 

applicable.

38 118 Annexure D Escalation Metrics We understand the Annexure D - Escalation Metrics 

is from Production Support perspective and it 

mentions <strike off which ever in not applicable> 

hence please confirm if this will also be out of 

scope, .

Escalation matrix has to be provided

39 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request SBI to provide the below information 

related to database testing:

1.Number of tables involved

2.Number of screens from which data gets 

populated to the database tables 

3. Also provide the average number of fields in each 

tables 

Will be shared with the L1 Vendor 

during the period of Knowledge 

Transfer.

40 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request to provide the frequency of data update 

from the Application  to database tables ?

Depends on application under test.

41 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request to provide details on the type of database 

(Oracle or SQL server DB)

Depends on application under test. It 

may be different from Oracle or SQL 

server DB.

42 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request to provide  information on architecture of 

the proposed system 

Depends on application under test.

43 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Could you provide the maximum volume of data 

expected to be captured in the database tables 

Depends on application under test.

44 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request to provide the complexity of the tables in 

the database 

Depends on application under test.

45 56 Appendix E Scope of Work Details Request to clarify if there are any stored 

procedures and triggers to be implemented for 

capturing data from applications to database 

Depends on application under test.



46 67 10.(iii) 

Experiences & 

Task To Be 

Performed:

- Automation 

Engineer

Knowledge of writing automation 

scripts and executing using RPA and 

other test automation tools. For e.g. 

UiPath, Silktest, selenium, Appium 

etc.

Does the Bank already have a RPA tool? 

If yes is it UiPath, or is this just illustrative ?

If Yes for UiPath does the bank need resources with 

UiPath tool proficiency? 

If No is there any tool preference for the Bank, 

please elaborate your requirement regarding the 

tool preference?

Bank has a RPA tool. The same will be 

shared with the L1 Vendor during KT 

process. Bank requires proficiency in 

automation as the resource should 

have skill in multiple tools (RPA, 

mobile automation etc.) to handle the 

requirements.

The requirement will grow in future 

but it is difficult to predict the exact 

numbers at the moment. 

47 68 10.(iv) 

INDICATIVE 

RESOURCE 

COUNT

12. RPA 

Automation

RPA TOTAL = Automation Eng. + Test 

Eng. 

5 = 3 + 2

Is the Bank pursuing Enterprise wide RPA currently? 

Is there a Roadmap for RPA defined by the Bank? Is 

the requirement for RPA resources likely to grow 

from the nos given here? if yes, in what proportion?

Bank is not using enterprise wide RPA. 

Road Map will be shared with the L1 

Vendor.

48 58 C. Regression 

Testing

This regression testing has to be 

carried out for CBS and other 

applications (Internet Banking, 

Mobile Banking, ATM, Integrated 

Payment Hub etc.) through 

automated route.

Please confirm if the ATM application specified 

refers to physical ATM or Emulators/Simulators or 

Messages

ATM application refers to both 

physical ATM and 

Emulators/Simulators or Messages

49 58 C. Regression 

Testing

For the purpose of Regression testing 

through automated route, specialized 

skill set has to be provided. The 

manpower requirement for the same 

has been elaborated separately

Please clarify if existing test automation framework 

has to be utilized or the bank is open for different 

framework

Yes, wherever it is available. 

In case, the automation scripts are 

not available, the same has to be 

created for any application. 

50 58 C. Regression 

Testing

Please clarify if the test automation solution has to 

be integrated with any third party test and defect 

management tools

May be required in future.

51 58 C. Regression 

Testing

Please clarify if the test automation solution has to 

be integrated with CI/CD pipeline. If yes, please 

specify the tools set

May be required in future.



52 27 31.LIMITATION 

OF LIABILITY

The maximum aggregate liability of 

Service Provider, subject to clause 31 

(iii), in respect of any claims, losses, 

costs or damages arising out of or in 

connection with this RFP/Agreement 

shall not exceed the total amount 

payable to the Service Provider in the 

twelve months period immediately 

preceding the event giving rise to 

such claims as on the date on which 

the claim so arises or equivalent to 

amount of BG submitted by Service 

Provider for performance security, 

whichever is greater.

The RFP and SLA document contain conflicting 

terms. Can we propose necessary amendments in 

the SLA document to align the terms and submit 

the same along with the proposal.

No changes in the SLA/RFP will be 

made. However, any conflicting terms 

will be taken care of during execution 

of SLA after the due consultation with 

the Bank's Law Department.

53 108 20.LIMITATION 

OF LIABILITY

The maximum aggregate liability of 

Service Provider, subject to clause 

20.3, in respect of any claims, losses, 

costs or damages arising out of or in 

connection with this Agreement shall 

not exceed the total Project Cost.

Also the SLA document contain certain 

placeholders. We are of the understanding the 

same would be updated upon mutual agreement 

with the successful bidder. Kindly confirm

If there is a discrepancy, the same will 

be discussed with the successful 

bidder and the decision will be taken 

at the material time. 

54 53 Appendix C- 

Technical 

Specification

Reference regarding experience in 

CBS/LOS/Trade Finance/ Minimum 3 

Interfaces to be submitted for 

evaluation assessment. Live 

cases/PPTs to be presented 

additionally.

Pls confirm if details w.r.t CBS/LOS/Trade Finance 

interface testing is required or whether 3 

references of either of CBS/LOS/Trade Finance is 

required for evaluation ?

Experience is required from each of 

the interfaces separately. It may be 

from 1 or more Banks.



55 69 Appendix E Half Yearly analysis of attrition of 

resources will be done at our end. If 

the attrition rate is found to be more 

than 25% of the average resource 

strength during the period, then 

penalty of 5% on the monthly bill will 

be levied on the Bill of Subsequent 

month. Frequent defaults may lead 

to termination of

contract.

We understand that there is remedies already with 

SBI by way of penalty towards daily resouce 

strength (attendance), hence we seek deletion of 

this clause

No changes will be permitted.

56 69 Appendix E A resource will be paid at the rate of 

Test Engineer only during the term of 

the contract even if he/she has 

joined as Test Engineer and has been 

promoted to Test Lead after gaining 

experience during the period of stay 

at

SBI.

While we are agreeing this clause in general, Expleo 

seeks the provision to have the resource rotation 

policy, for instance when resource is working in the 

project more than 18 months, Expleo can have the 

leverage to change the resources with the 

equivalent skill/roles based on the mutual 

discussion

No changes will be permitted.

57 53 Appendix C-  

Technical 

Specification

Details of expertise obtained in 

Automation using RPA and other 

tools. A PPT in Hard copy as well as 

live presentation to the committee 

for handling the automation activity 

in SBI

Our understanding of this clause is SBI expects 

Demo of Automation with an objective of on how 

automation activities will be handled in SBI, please 

confirm on our understanding. 

Also please confirm tentatively when is this 

automation demo expected from us.

Your understanding is correct. This 

demo will be seen during site visit.



58 76 Appendix I - A. 

Onboarding 

Process and 

Penalties

Count of resources will have to be 

mandatorily provided within 15 days

of placing the Purchase Order. A 

penalty of Rs. 2000/- will be 

deducted

per day per resource,for each day of 

delay beyond 15 days, with a ceiling 

of

maximum penalty of Rs 20,000/- per 

resource per month.

We understand that there is enough and sufficient 

remedies for SBI during onboarding process, daily 

resource strength (attendance) and defect leakage. 

Hence we seek deletion of this clause

No changes will be permitted.

59 77 Appendix I - B. 

Penalty for 

daily resource 

strength

Penalty for daily resource strength Expleo understands the penalty mentioned for 

resources strength, but during this pandemic 

situation Expleo requests to have a deviation in this 

and not consider Sick Leave or Medical Leave as 

part of this penalty clause.

Kindly confirm on the same

No deviations permitted. 

60 77 Appendix I - C. 

Penalty for 

Defects

Penalty for defects While we are agreeing in general for penalty per 

defect (Critical, Major, Minor), Expleo is requesting 

SBI to have the maximum cap for penalty towards 

defect leakage. Expleo is proposing maximum of 3% 

of the relevant PO value

No deviations permitted. 

61 148 Appendix O - 

EMD BG

This guarantee shall remain in force 

upto 180 days provided that if so 

desired by

the SBI, this guarantee shall be 

renewed for a further period as may 

be indicated

by them on the same terms and 

conditions as contained herein.

Expleo request to change that this guarantee shall 

be renewed in the same terms based on the mutual 

parties agreement

This is Bank's standard clause and 

hence no changes will be permitted.



62 57 Performance 

Testing

Is there a well-defined Performance Testing process 

that already exists within the bank which the SP 

should abide by? E.g. Entry/Exit Evaluation 

criteria's, Well defined Quality Gate's, performance 

check-list for Go/No-Go; Application Classification 

by Severity; Risk-based testing etc?

There is a well defined PT process in 

place. The details of the same will be 

shared with the successful bidder.

63 57 Performance 

Testing

As multiple applications would come for testing, 

can you provide the list of application protocols 

that are currently in use?

Multiple applications may come for 

testing. The protocols will be shared 

with the successful bidder at the 

material time. 

64 57 Performance 

Testing

List of technology stacks consumed by today's 

applications?

Will be shared with the successful 

bidder at the material time.

65 57 Performance 

Testing

How many applications are currently tested for 

performance?

Depends on the requirement. In the 

Last FY, 12 applications were 

Performance Tested.  

66 57 Performance 

Testing

How many applications parallelly assessed for 

performance at any given time?

Not likely any. Need may arise in 

future.

67 57 Performance 

Testing

What's the typical duration (in weeks) between 

performance benchmark executions for an 

application ?

Depends on the scope of testing/ 

application complexity. 

68 57 Performance 

Testing

List of performance test tools (Commercial, 

OpenSource) that are in use today

We use Open Source tool 'J meter' for 

Performance testing as on date.

69 57 Performance 

Testing

List of Application Protocol licenses that are 

available today

Understanding is not clear. 

70 57 Performance 

Testing

Min, Max and Avg. # of Virtual Users considered for 

performance benchmarks based on currently tested 

applications by TCoE

Depends on the individual 

requirement of the application 

owner. May vary accordingly to 

application size and response during 

execution. 

71 57 Performance 

Testing

Do you have license for any APM tool? If yes please 

share details to understand both technology and 

license coverage

Monitoring tools are procured 

separately during execution based on 

the underlying technology.



72 57 Performance 

Testing

What's the Mean-Time-To-Resolve a performance 

defect by

- Application Team

- Infrastructure Team

It may vary from few days to few 

weeks based on the severity of 

defects. 

73 57 Performance 

Testing

How are performance defects tracked and closed? These are tracked and closed by SBI 

PT team.

74 57 Performance 

Testing

Do we have Standard Test Packs (STP's) for existing 

applications that are in scope of performance tests? 

How frequently these packs undergo maintenance?

Packs are created as and when 

applications are received for testing. 

No standard packs are available. 

75 57 Performance 

Testing

What's the reusability index of these performance 

test packs?

Not applicable. Please refer the 

comments above.

76 57 Performance 

Testing

Are there any Service Virtualization (SV) tools in use 

today? If yes provide details

NO

77 57 Performance 

Testing

Is there a Test Data Management team available to 

provide test data for performance tests such as 

Volume tests, Work-flow applications; stagging data 

in different work queues etc?

Yes. Either the Application Owner 

Team or our colleagues working on 

that particular application.

78 57 Performance 

Testing

Have the applications been migrated to container 

technologies for easy swap-in/swap-out of 

applications to/from performance test 

environment? What % of applications are still 

running on VM wares and Docker/Kubernetes 

clusters?

No. None

79 57 Performance 

Testing

What was the peak size of Performance team at any 

given point in time within the CoE?

It depends on the Scope of Testing. 

Man days are negotiated case to case 

basis to derive at the actual efforts. 

80 57 Performance 

Testing

Is there any specific time during the year where 

performance testing requirements are at its peak?

No such specific time is there.

81 57 Performance 

Testing

Where the performance test artifacts are 

versioned, stored and maintained? 

It is stored and maintained by 

concerned SBI Team. 



82 65 Apprendix E The number of resources hired from 

the bidder will be on actual need 

basis and 

may vary from time to time 

depending on the requirements of 

the Bank

Can you please forecast the number of resources 

needed for projects in the first year atleast, upfront, 

so we can staff and allocate resources adequately 

for this engagement at the beginning, and 

determine the engagement size, more accurately?

The indicative resource count has 

already been detailed in RFP.

83 57 Apprendix E Selected Service provider should be 

proficient in all types of testing and 

should 

have experts in their team to deal 

with various testing methodologies 

like Agile 

testing and Dev-Ops Testing in 

addition to the traditional Waterfall 

method.

When you mention Agile lethodologies, is it Scrum 

or Kanban specifically?

Scrum. May vary in future.

84 58 Apprendix E This regression testing has to be 

carried out for CBS and other 

applications 

(Internet Banking, Mobile Banking, 

ATM, Integrated Payment Hub etc.) 

through 

automated route.

Do you already have a comprehensive automated 

test suite for CBS, or is it yet to be automated? If it's 

already in place, who is responsible for the 

maintenance (troubleshooting during test 

executions/ script correction, etc)? If it's already in 

place, is it being integrated with CI server? - and if 

so what's the CI tool (Jenkins, etc)?

The test suite is available for CBS, 

however, CBS is migrating to NBC in 

near times. A new automated test 

suite will be created using RPA on 

piecemeal basis. Currently, the 

automation process is manual and Silk 

Test is being used for automating the 

functionalities. 

85 Gene

ral 

query

Apprendix E - What is the Test case management tool? It is under development in-house and 

will be live in due course of time. 

86 Gene

ral 

query

Apprendix E - What is the defect management tool? It is under development in-house and 

will be live in due course of time. 



87 64 Apprendix E - As there's no indication is given, what is the 

performance test tool being used? Judging by the 

information given in this section for Performance 

testing, it looks like there are no performance test 

scripts in place, and it's our responsibility to come 

up with a performance test tool - is our 

understanding correct?

We use J Meter for Performance 

Testing. However, it other tools are 

required for any application, the same 

will be considered at the material 

time.

88 63 Apprendix E Review and approve all testing 

documentation.

This responsibility is not marked in the grid. Assume 

this lies with SBI?

At first instance, it will be reviewed by 

the successful bidder's Tet Lead and 

then by SBI Officials. 

89 60 Apprendix E Detailed dashboards and summary 

reports to be published.

Are the relevant dashboard for metrics is already in 

place at SBI? Or is it our responsibility to come up 

with new dashboards mechanisms and tools?

No. Dashboard/Reports will have to 

be created/ maintained using excel 

sheets till such time. The In-house 

test/defect management tool is 

ready.

90 59 Apprendix E The SP has to maintain repository by 

taking over the existing data suitably 

from the present Service Provider.

This statement indicates there is a current SP. If so, 

will the SBI/ current SP facilitate smooth 

transitioning of all testware and knowledge 

transfers of the testwares (test cases, automation 

test scripts, performance test scripts, test data, 

documentation, etc) to us? Please confirm what the 

plan and arrangement of smooth transition of this

Yes, The transition Plan is already 

detailed in RFP.

91 General Legal 

Query

- Will any exceptions/deviations proposed by Bidder 

in the contract terms be entertained.

Is there any specific format which Bidder has to use 

to share the proposed deviations/exceptions to the 

terms of the Contract/Agreement

No deviations/exceptions will be 

permitted. 



92 25 24 The Bank Guarantee is required to 

protect interest of the Bank against 

the risk of

non-performance of Service Provider 

in respect of successful 

implementation of the

project and/or failing to perform / 

fulfil its commitments / obligations in 

respect of

providing Services as mentioned in 

this RFP; or breach of any terms and 

conditions

of the RFP, which may warrant 

invoking of Bank Guarantee.

Is the Performance security for individual resource 

performance as well. As this is a staff aug project, 

how will the performance be measured?

No deviations/exceptions will be 

permitted. 

93 51 Appendix B - 

Eligibility 

Criteria 

Eligibility criteria mentioned at Sl No 

2 to 5 in table above are relaxed for 

Startups subject

to their meeting of quality and 

technical specifications

We request you to kindly extend this relaxation for 

MSE organizations as well as some of the clauses 

especially expected in in SL No. 5 are not favourable 

to small organizations like ours though we come 

with exclusively and niche experience in servicing 

testing needs of Banks both in India and across the 

globe.

Bank may relax condition of prior 

turnover and prior experience with 

respect to Micro and Small 

Enterprises (MSEs) subject to meeting 

of quality and technical specifications

94 51 Appendix B - 

Eligibility 

Criteria 

for Sl. No 8, 11,13,14 &15 documents 

to be submitted "Certificate"

We assume a self declared certificate on Bidders 

letter head duly signed by the authorized signatory 

will suffice, kindly clarify?

Your understanding is correct. 

95 53 Appendix C- 

Technical and 

functional 

specifications

SL No. 1 to 3 " A PPT in Hard copy " 

"References in hard copy to be 

submitted "

We assume no specific hard copy has to be 

submitted, only a copy of these ppts, documents in 

softcopy needs to be attached/uploaded as a 

supporting document in the bid submission portal

Understanding is correct.



96 56 Scope of work Generic query Does the Bank use any Test Management and 

Defect management solutions /tools which the 

vendor needs to adapt OR is the expectation that 

the vendor will bring in these solutions/tools. Kindly 

clarify.

Test Management/ defect 

management tool is under 

development in-house and will be 

ready in due course. Vendor do not 

have to bring any tool.

97 58 Appendix E: 

Scope of work

Regression 

testing

*	Selected service provider has to 

perform the regression testing using 

existing automation tools used by 

Bank (RPA, Silk and other tools)

Can the list of tools used by the Bank be shared for 

better understanding.

Will be shared with the successful 

vendor.

98 64 Scope of work

8: Performance 

Testing

8.2

Provide test plans, test cases, test 

scripts and suitable tools for 

performance testing.

Is the vendor expected to bring the performance 

testing tools, kindly clarify? currently there are no 

provisions in the commercials format to propose 

for the same.

Already detailed above.

99 69 10.(v) LEAVING 

AND 

ONBOARDING 

OF RESOURCES

"SBI has to be informed 60 days in 

advance in case any resources 

stationed onsite/Offsite is moving 

out after resignation."

& "If the Resource leaves SBI Project 

in between three months of the 

notice period, a penalty equivalent to 

the salary for the number of days 

earlier than 90 days will be deducted 

from the monthly bill of the vendor. 

The rates applicable will be that of 

the particular resource cost"

Kindly clarify if the notice period for offboarding is 

60 days or 90 days?

Please read it as 90 days for both the 

places. 

100 70 10(vi) WORK 

FROM 

ANYWHERE

"Though, in SBI resources are 

working on-site"

Kindly let us know the on site locations where the 

resources have to be placed.

Resources have to be deployed at 

State Bank GITC Belapur Navi Mumbai 

or its associate buildings in Navi 

Mumbai. Extremely rarely the 

resources may have to work off 

location.



101 71 Appendix F -

Indicative Price 

Bid

Coefficient for Reverse Auction (RA) If the coefficient given in RFP fixed or can the 

bidder suggest a different coefficient value. 

No changes will be done in 

coefficient.

102 76 Appendix I - 

Other Terms 

and Penalty

A.	Onboarding 

process and 

penalties

A.	Onboarding process and penalties 

- The Bidder shall provide detailed CV 

specifying the	professional 

experience of resources required per 

category as per the PO within 05 days 

from the date of issuance of PO.

As resources will have to be identified. Request this 

to be changed to 2 weeks from PO instead of 5 

days.

No changes will be permitted.

103 76 Appendix I - 

Other Terms 

and Penalty

A.	Onboarding 

process and 

penalties

Interview to be conducted for the 

candidates within 10 days from the 

date of issuance of PO.

Request this to be changed to 3 weeks from PO 

instead of 5 days.

No changes will be permitted.

104 76 Appendix I - 

Other Terms 

and Penalty

A.	Onboarding 

process and 

penalties

Provision an onboarding of resources 

to the project within 15 days from 

the date of issuance of PO.

Request this to be changed to 4 weeks from PO 

instead of 15 days.

No changes will be permitted.

105 77 Appendix I - 

Other Terms 

and Penalty

B.	Penalty for 

daily resource 

strength

"Attendance of resources as per

number of resources mentioned in 

PO"

How will the calculation for Attendance of 

resources be   done. Is it  based on actual person 

days available for the month/total expected person 

days for the month.

It will be on the actual person days 

available for the month.

106 79 Appendix I - 

Other Terms 

and Penalty

C.	Penalties for 

defects:

Minor "Minor defects are those, 

which reflect deviation in 

functionality or missing of 

functionality, but there is a possible 

workaround. It will not impact the 

customer"

Request this to be excluded from penalty as the 

impact of such issues is very low

No changes will be permitted.



107 80 Appendix I - 

Other Terms 

and Penalty

The maximum limit on above 

mentioned penalties in any year 

during the contract period shall not 

exceed the total amount payable by 

the Bank in such year in which defect 

leakages occurs

Request that the penalties be capped to 10% of the 

PO value for the year it is levied.

No changes will be permitted.

108 150 Appendix P - 

Evaluation of 

Bids

Sl No: 1 :- CBS User Acceptance 

Testing experience (Bancs@24) with 

minimum 100 branches

As there are not many Banks with Bancs@24 , we 

request you to change this clause to "CBS User 

Acceptance Testing experience in any core banking 

with minimum 100 branches"

No changes will be permitted.

109 150 Appendix P - 

Evaluation of 

Bids

Sl No: 5 :- More than 2 years of 

experience in Robotic Process 

Automation (RPA) tool.

Given that this is Testing assignment we request 

you to kindly include experience in RPA or RTA 

(Robotic test Automation) tools as well for this 

criteria.

It has already been considered in 

Technical Evaluation sheet.

110 150 Appendix P - 

Evaluation of 

Bids

Sl No: 2 :- Experience in minimum 3 

of the interfaces [Internet Banking, 

ATM, Mobile Banking, Integrated 

Payment Hub etc.)] with minimum 

100 branches

Can this experience be across any interface or only 

across any three of Internet Banking, ATM, Mobile 

Banking and Integrated PaymentHub.

It should be from any three of the 

stated interfaces.

111 150 Appendix P - 

Evaluation of 

Bids

Sl No: 6 :- Has completed minimum 3 

Performance Testing assignments 

with at least two years of experience 

in this area.

We assume the statement means 3 Performance 

testing assignments experience in the last 2 years, 

is this assumption correct? Kindly clarify

The Vendor should have done 3 

Performance Testing assignments and 

experience should greater than or 

equal to 2 years.

112 150 Appendix P - 

Evaluation of 

Bids

Sl No: 7 :- Has experience in API 

testing Automation Tool and 

completed minimum 5 API testing 

assignments with at least 2 years of 

experience

Typically API testing is only a smaller part of overall 

testing assignments and can be carried out using 

different methods. We assume all such experience 

of API testing using automated or other modes can 

be considered?

Understanding is correct.



113 150 Appendix P - 

Evaluation of 

Bids

Sl No: 7 :- Has experience in API 

testing Automation Tool and 

completed minimum 5 API testing 

assignments with at least 2 years of 

experience

We assume the statement means experience in the 

last 2 years, is this assumption correct? Kindly 

clarify

It implies experience in API Testing for 

greater than or equal to 2 years.

114 10 4 (v) Service Provider shall ensure that 

services are performed in a physically 

protected and secure environment 

which ensures confidentiality and 

integrity of the Bank’s data and 

artefacts, including but not limited to 

information (on customer, account, 

transactions, users, usage, staff, etc.), 

architecture (information, data, 

network, application, security, etc.), 

programming codes, access 

configurations, parameter settings, 

executable files, etc., which the Bank 

representative may inspect. Service 

Provider shall facilitate and/ or 

handover the Device to the Bank or 

its authorized representative for 

investigation and/or forensic audit.

As per our understanding the clause will be 

applicable if SP is providing services from their own 

premises. We would like to know if SBI is expecting 

the Service Provider to deliver the services from its 

own premises?

Services will have to be provided at 

onsite location of SBI. At extremely 

rare circumstances, the testing is 

warranted to be executed outside SBI 

premises, then the clause will come 

into force. The resources have to be 

provided at onsite location of SBI.



115 10 4 (vi) Service Provider shall be responsible 

for protecting its network and 

subnetworks, from which remote 

access to the Bank’s network is 

performed, effectively against 

unauthorized access, malware, 

malicious code and other threats in 

order to ensure the Bank’s 

information technology system is not 

compromised in the course of using 

remote access facility

As per our understanding the clause will be 

applicable if SP is providing services from their own 

premises. We would like to know if SBI is expecting 

the Service Provider to deliver the services from its 

own premises?

Services will have to be provided at 

onsite location of SBI. At extremely 

rare circumstances, the testing is 

warranted to be executed outside SBI 

premises, then the clause will come 

into force. The resources have to be 

provided at onsite location of SBI.

116 54 Appendix-C: B 

Functional 

Specifications

Should have passed ITSQB Foundation Level or its equivalentIs ISTQB mandatory for resource to be deputed? Yes

117 150 Appendix-P: 

Evaluation of 

Technical Bids

CBS User Acceptance Testing 

experience (Bancs@24), with 

minimum 100 branches

CBS User Acceptance Testing experience for other 

than Bancs@24 application would be considered 

for scoring

No

118 57 Appendix-E: 

Scope of Work 

and Payment 

Schedule

The vendor selected would be 

required to provide the following 

type of testing

* Functional Testing (Black Box 

testing)

* Regression Testing

* Database Testing

* API testing

* Compatibility testing

* Negative testing

* Usability testing

* User profile testing

* Multi Browser testing

* Static testing

* Automation Testing

* End to End testing scenario

Whether database migration testing would also fall 

as part of scope of testing. If yes, whether tester 

with skill-set equioeed to handle data migration 

would need to be on-boarded as part of fix team or 

would be required to be placed on need basis

Yes


